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AGENDA
PLANNING ADVISORY COMMISSION
AND
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT & APPEALS
Tuesday, September 28, 2021
5:00 PM
Washington County Board Room
14949 62nd Street North
Washington County Government Center
Stillwater, Minnesota

Members of the public who wish to share their comments or concerns, prior to the meeting, may provide
them via email to Publicworks@co.washington.mn.us.

Planning Advisory Commission
Call to Order
Business Meeting
Updates & Announcements
Adjournment

Board of Adjustment & Appeals
Call to Order
Presentation – Washington County Public Works
Silvernale Variance Request – May Township
Public Hearing
Board Discussion & Action
Business Meeting
Updates & Announcements
Adjournment

Dated: September 09, 2021

Public Works
Donald J. Theisen, P.E., Director
Wayne H. Sandberg, P.E., Deputy Director,
County Engineer

STAFF REPORT
WASHINGTON COUNTY BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS
DATE: September 21, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: Silvernale Variance Request
OWNER AND APPLICANT: David and Teresa Silvernale
LOCATION: 20 Moonlight Bay
PROPERTY LOCATION: Part of Section 26, Township 31 North, Range 20 West
TOWNSHIP: May Township
SUBMITTED BY: Kurt Howard
Summary of the Request
The applicant has requested variances to standards set forth in Washington County Development Code
Chapter 6 to replace an existing single-family home on Big Carnelian Lake, which is a recreational
development lake in May Township. A total of four variances are needed to complete the project:
(1) Section 7.1 (1) lot area and width. The required lot area is 1.5 acres and the existing lot is 0.13
acres. The required lot width is 150 feet and the existing lot width is approximately 54 feet.
(2) Section 8.1 (1) structure setback from ordinary high water level. The required setback is 100 feet
and the proposed setback is 27.6 feet which is a slight increase from the existing setback of 27.3
feet.
(3) Section 8.1 (2) (d) structure setback from road. The required setback is 30 feet for properties
with sewer and the proposed setback is 10 feet, which is a decrease from the existing setback of
14 feet.
(4) Section 8.4 lot coverage. A maximum of 25% of the lot may be covered with impervious surface.
38.8% of the lot is proposed to be covered with impervious surface which is an improvement
from the existing impervious surface coverage of 58.8%.
Proposal
The proposal is to construct a 4,263 square foot single-family home including an attached garage,
requiring variances from the requirements for the minimum lot size, minimum lot width, setback from
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ordinary high water level, setback from road, and maximum impervious surface coverage. As defined by
the code, the height of the proposed structure is 24.5 feet which is well under the 35-foot maximum
prescribed by the code.
Description of Lot and Neighborhood
The project is proposed on a lot on the north side of Big Carnelian Lake, which is classified by the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources as a recreational development lake. The lot is 0.13 acres in
area, approximately 54 feet wide, and contains a single-family home and surface parking area. The lot
gently slopes from the road to the lake with a retaining wall near the shoreline that would remain
unchanged with the project. The lot is approximately 96 feet in total length from the ordinary high water
level to the eastern lot line adjacent to the shared access road which limits the buildable area of the
total lot. The lot has two mature trees between the existing structure and the shoreline which would
both be preserved with the project. The lot has one mature tree between the existing structure and the
road which would be removed with the project. The neighborhood on the north side of the lake is fully
developed and characterized by single family homes that are situated in a similar manner to both the
existing and proposed home.
Ordinance Criteria for Granting a Variance
Washington County Development Code Chapter 1, Section 6.4 outlines the criteria for granting variances
within Washington County. Variances are only granted when they are in harmony with the general
purpose and intent of the official controls, in cases where there are practical difficulties in the way of
meeting the strict letter of any official control. “Practical difficulties” used in connection with the
granting of a variance means:
(1) The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not permitted by an
official control.

(2) The plight of the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property, not created by the
landowner.
(3) The variance, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the locality.
(4) Economic conditions alone do not constitute practical difficulties if reasonable use for the
property exists under the terms of the Development Code.
(5) The Board may consider the practical difficulties to include inadequate access to direct sunlight
for solar energy systems. This criteria does not apply to the request.
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Partner Agency Review of Request
The application was distributed to May Township, the Carnelian-Marine-St. Croix Watershed District,
Washington Conservation District, and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) for
review.
•

May Township has not commented on the project to date.

•

The Carnelian-Marine-St. Croix Watershed District has not provided comments to date but
indicated that the proposed project constitutes an improvement for drainage and surface water
quality during a joint site visit on August 4, 2021.

•

The Washington Conservation District provided one comment clarifying that the setback from
the ordinary high water level must be measured from the deck/rather than the primary
structure which is reflected in the setback distances contained in this report.

•

The DNR provided a formal comment letter which is included in the meeting packet. Their
comments clarified that variances to lot area, lot width, and impervious surface coverage
standards need to be processed in addition to the originally requested variances to the setback
standards, which is reflected in the evaluation of variances contained in this report. The DNR
also indicated that the proposed structure would be located within the shore impact zone and
provided guidance on the purpose and importance of the shore impact zone which has been
integrated into the recommended conditions contained in this report.

Washington County Staff Review of Request
(1) Section 7.1 (1) lot area and width. The required lot area is 1.5 acres and the existing lot is 0.13
acres. The required lot width is 150 feet and the existing lot width is approximately 54 feet.
The site is a non-conforming lot of record and would be allowed as a building site without
variances if all setbacks are met. Since the ordinary high water level and road setbacks are not
met, a variance is needed for the lot area and width.
(2) Section 8.1 (1) structure setback from ordinary high water level. The required setback is 100 feet
and the proposed setback is 27.6 feet which is a slight increase from the existing setback of 27.3
feet.
Current site conditions virtually eliminate the possibility for the proposed home to meet the
100-foot setback from the ordinary high water level. The site is a non-conforming lot of record
which is constrained by the shared access road less than 100 feet to the east.
(3) Section 8.1 (2) (d) structure setback from road. The required setback is 30 feet for properties
with sewer and the proposed setback is 10 feet, which is a decrease from the existing setback of
14 feet.
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Current site conditions make it difficult to meet the 30-foot road setback. The site is a nonconforming lot of record with an average distance between the shoreline and access road that is
less than the ordinary high water level setback. Meeting the road setback would force the home
to be located closer to the ordinary high water level.
(4) Section 8.4 lot coverage. A maximum of 25% of the lot may be covered with impervious surface.
38.8% of the lot is proposed to be covered with impervious surface which is an improvement
from the existing impervious surface coverage of 58.8%.
The buildable area is constrained due to the size of the non-conforming lot of record. The
proposed project would constitute and improvement from the existing condition regarding
impervious surface coverage.
The applicants are proposing to use the property in a reasonable manner that is not permitted without
variances. The site plan is configured to substantially reduce the footprint of the structure compared to
the existing condition while slightly increasing the setback from the ordinary high water level. The
impact of the 4-foot decrease in the setback from the road is offset by improvements related to
stormwater infiltration and the proposed setback distance is consistent with conditions present at
neighboring properties. The height of the proposed home, as defined by the Development Code, is well
under the maximum allowable height and in keeping with the character of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Summary of Findings of Fact
Based on the findings listed below, the requested variances are in harmony with the general purposes
and intent of the Development Code and Comprehensive Plan for the following reasons:
(1) The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not permitted by an
official control.
The applicant is proposing to use the property in a reasonable manner by using the site as a
single-family residential property which will improve conditions related to stormwater
infiltration and maintain a similar visual impact compared to existing conditions at the site and
surrounding homes. No feasible alternative exists that would be permitted by the official
controls.

(2) The plight of the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property, not created by the
landowner.
The site is a non-conforming lot of record created prior to the adoption of the Shoreland
Management Regulations. The site is constrained by developed properties to the north and
south, the lake to the west, and the shared access road to the east. These conditions were not
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created by the property owners and virtually eliminate the possibility of meeting the standards
of the official controls.
(3) The requested variances will not alter the essential character of the locality.
The proposed home is similar in setbacks and impervious surface coverage to the neighboring
properties on Big Carnelian Lake, which is a recreational development lake that has developed
fully on the north shore.
(4) Economic conditions alone do not constitute practical difficulties if reasonable use for the
property exists under the terms of the Development Code.
Current economic conditions alone do not constitute practical difficulties in this case.
PLANNING STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS:
Staff recommends approval of the requested variances from the requirements of the Washington
County Development Code with the following conditions:
1. The location of the house shall be consistent with the plans and survey provided to Washington
County on 7/22/2021.
2. Earth tone colors which blend with surrounding vegetation shall be used for structure exteriors.
3. The two existing trees along the shore shall be preserved, and disturbed land shall be seeded,
sodded, or landscaped with vegetation after construction.
4. Silt fence shall be established prior to the applicant commencing construction activities, and the
silt fence shall be maintained throughout the duration of the construction until turf has been
established.
5. A permit shall be obtained from the Carnelian-Marine-St. Croix Watershed District prior to
construction.
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September 10, 2021
Kurt Howard
Washington County
11660 Myeron Road North
Stillwater, MN 55082
Re: Silvernale Variance Application – 20 Moonlight Bay, May Township, Washington County
Dear Mr. Howard,
Thank you for notifying DNR of the upcoming hearing to discuss the Silvernale variance application for
the property at 20 Moonlight Bay in May Township. I offer the following comments for the County’s
consideration:
•

Lot Size Requirements. Based on the lot area and lot width shown in the application, this
particular lot is a nonconforming lot in shoreland. In accordance with Minn. Stat. 394.36, subp.
5, and Chapter 6, Section 19.1 (1) of the Washington County Development Code, it appears that
a variance to the lot size requirements needs to be processed because (a) the structure setback
requirements are not being met, (b) the impervious surface coverage would exceed 25%, and (c)
the existing lot width does not meet 60% of the lot width requirement. For reference, please see
the attached guidance document on nonconforming lots in shoreland.

•

Impervious Surface Coverage. Under proposed conditions, the impervious surface coverage
would be 38.8%. A variance to the 25% limit in Chapter 6, Section 8.4 of the Washington County
Development Code needs to be processed. For reference, please see the attached a guidance
document on variances from impervious surface coverage standards in shoreland.

•

Ordinary High Water Level Structure Setback. The application requests a variance to the
required 100’ setback from the ordinary high water level (OHWL) of Big Carnelian Lake. The
proposed replacement structure, at 30.1’ from the OHWL, would be located within the shore
impact zone as defined in Chapter 6, Section 3.1 (28) of the Washington County Development
Code. More information on the purpose and importance of the shore impact zone is available in
the attached “Healthy Shorelines” guidance document. Please also see attached a guidance
document on variances from OHWL setback standards in shoreland.

Sincerely,

Dan Scollan
DNR East Metro Area Hydrologist

cc:

John (Jack) Gleason, DNR South District Hydrologist Supervisor
Dan Petrik, DNR Lake & River Shoreland Program Manager

Attachments:
Considerations for Managing Nonconforming Lots in Shoreland Areas
Shoreland & Floodplain Variance Guidance Series – Impervious Surfaces
Shoreland & Floodplain Variance Guidance Series – OHWL Setbacks
Healthy Shorelines
Silvernale Variance Application

Considerations for Managing Nonconforming Lots in Shoreland Areas
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to help local governments administer their shoreland ordinances in a
manner that is consistent with Minnesota laws and that minimizes impact to shoreland resources. The
issues covered in this document involve nonconforming lots in shoreland as regulated under Minnesota
Statutes, § 394.36, subd. 5 (for counties), § 462.357 subd. 1e(d) (for cities), and Minnesota Rules, parts
6120.2500 to 6120.3900.

Resource Concerns with Nonconforming Lots
Small shoreland lots created before the adoption
of local shoreland ordinances are often not
suitable for the size and intensity of contemporary
lakeshore development. It may be difficult for
development on these small lots to meet the 25%
impervious surface limit in state shoreland
standards, provide space for septic systems, and
provide enough vegetation to filter and treat
stormwater. Development of small lots can result
in an increased risk of nutrient flow into surface
waters, drainage problems between lots, crowding
of docks and recreational facilities, and
degradation of near shore habitat.

Statutory Standards for Managing Nonconforming Lots in Shoreland
The nonconforming lot provisions in the shoreland rules (Minnesota Rules 6120.3300, subp. 2(D)) work
to bring nonconforming shoreland lots into conformance over time. In 2009, the Minnesota Legislature
amended certain portions of Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 394 and 462, giving nonconforming
shoreland lots greater protections to continue. The changes to Chapters 394 and 462 are the same,
supersede some provisions in the shoreland rules, and were made to ensure that the sale and
development of small shoreland lots is consistently administered across the state. The changes affect:
1. when variances are not needed for single nonconforming lots of record, and
2. when multiple contiguous nonconforming lots under common ownership must be combined.
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Single Nonconforming Lots of Record
According to statute, a single nonconforming lot of record MAY be allowed as a building site without a
variance from lot size requirements specified in the ordinance, even if the required lot sizes are larger
than those in state rules, when:
1. all structure and septic system setbacks are met,
2. a type 1 sewage treatment system can be installed or a connection can be made to a public
sewer, and
3. impervious surface does not exceed 25%.
If all three of these criteria can be met, the statute provides local governments with an expedited
manner for approving the development of nonconforming shoreland lots of record without a variance. If
all of these criteria cannot be met, then a variance is required and the local government processes the
variance according to its variance procedures and statutory criteria for variances. Local governments
MAY be stricter and require a variance for developing nonconforming lots, even if the lots do meet the
three criteria.

Multiple Contiguous Nonconforming Lots Under Common Ownership
According to statute, an individual nonconforming lot
that is part of a contiguous group of lots under common
ownership MUST be considered a separate parcel for
sale or development, if:
1. the lot is at least 66% of lot area and width
requirements in Minnesota Rule, part
6120.3300, subp. 2a;
2. the lot is connected to a public sewer or a Type 1
sewage system;
3. the impervious surface does not exceed 25%;
and
4. the development is consistent with the comprehensive plan.
If the lot does not meet all of
these criteria, the lot MUST be
combined with one or more of the
contiguous lots so they equal a
conforming lot as much as
possible. Because the statutory
language is mandatory, local
governments cannot grant a
variance to this requirement.

Local governments cannot grant variances to mandatory statutes.
Although Minnesota Statutes (§ 394.27, Subd. 7 for counties and §
462.357 Subd. 6 for cities) permits local governments to grant
variances, the authority extends only to variances from “official
controls” or “zoning ordinances.” Official controls and zoning
ordinances are defined as actions taken by local governments that
are adopted by ordinance. Neither statute authorizes local
governments to grant variances to a mandatory statutory
requirement.
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However, the statute includes an “out” for the sale of certain lots. Contiguous lots under common
ownership that don’t meet the above four criteria may be sold if each lot contained a habitable
residential dwelling at the time they came under common ownership, and:
1. the lots are suitable for, or served by, a sewage system consistent with Minnesota Rules,
chapter 7080, or
2. the lots are connected to a public sewer.

Application to Wild & Scenic River and the Lower St. Croix Riverway Districts
Local governments should administer the substandard lot provisions in their Wild & Scenic and Lower St.
Croix Riverway ordinances consistent with Minnesota Rules, part 6105.0110, subp. 1 (Wild & Scenic) and
Minnesota Rules, part. 6105.0380, subp. 2 (Lower St. Croix).

Summary
Minnesota law affords certain protections for the continuance, repair, replacement, restoration,
maintenance and improvement of legal nonconformities. It is notable, however, that the law specifically
limits when these protections apply, requiring that multiple contiguous nonconforming lots under
common ownership must be combined unless certain requirements are met. To alleviate potential
confusion, local governments should amend their ordinances for consistency with Minnesota statutes
governing nonconforming lots in shoreland areas.
The statements in this document do not have the force and effect of law. This document is
informational only and should not be interpreted as creating new criteria or requirements beyond
what is already established in the relevant statutes and rules. Whether a local shoreland ordinance or
zoning decision complies with the relevant statutes and rules will be determined on a case-by-case
basis. Nothing in this document should be considered legal advice. Local governments should consult
their attorney for specific advice in adopting, amending, and administering ordinances.
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Shoreland & Floodplain

Impervious Surfaces

Variance Guidance Series

This is one of a series of examples developed as guidance for considering variance requests along
lakes and rivers. Consult your local shoreland and floodplain ordinances.

Why are impervious surface coverage limits important?
In the protection of water quality, the management of rainwater on individual lots is one of our most
important tasks. Rainwater that does not infiltrate into the ground or evaporate runs downhill to lakes,
wetlands, or rivers. As impervious surface coverage increases, the
rate and amount of runoff and pollutants entering public waters
increases. When runoff from impervious surface coverage is not
addressed, pollution increases and the diversity of aquatic life is
reduced. Local governments have limited discretion to deviate
from - or grant a variance to - impervious surface limits. They may
do so only if all of the variance criteria established in state statutes
and their local ordinances are met. In evaluating such requests,
local governments must examine the facts, determine whether all
statutory and local criteria are satisfied, and develop findings to
support the decision. If granted, local governments may impose
conditions to protect resources. An example impervious surface
variance request, with considerations, is provided below.

Example Impervious Surface Variance Request
A property owner wishes to build a large lakehome on a conforming lot.
The lake lot includes a private driveway with a spur to the neighbor’s lot,
which was placed to avoid an adjacent wetland. The building plans for
the new construction plus the existing private road spur to the
neighbor’s property would exceed the impervious surface limit provision
in the local ordinance.

Considerations for Findings
A good record and findings help keep communities out of lawsuits and help them prevail if they find
themselves in one. In evaluating the facts and developing findings for this variance request, all of the
following statutory criteria must be satisfied, in addition to any local criteria:
 Is the variance in harmony with the purposes and intent of the ordinance?
Considering a variance request is a balancing test that requires weighing the need of an individual
property owner against the purposes of the shoreland regulations for protecting the public interest.
These purposes are derived from Minnesota Shoreland Rules, which established impervious surface
caps to prevent excessive runoff from constructed surfaces. Such excessive runoff causes erosion,
transport of pollutants to public waters thereby degrading water quality. Considerations: Will
deviating from the required limit on this property undermine the purposes and intent of the
ordinance? Why or why not? Is it possible to mitigate the consequences of additional impervious
surface on-site such that additional runoff will not be produced? Would this mitigation be in harmony
with the purposes and intent of the ordinance? Why or why not?
 Is the variance consistent with the comprehensive plan?
The local comprehensive plan establishes a framework for achieving a community’s vision for the
future. Most plans contain goals and policies for protecting natural resources and shorelands, as well
as maps that identify areas of high risk or with high ecological value where development should be
avoided. The variance request must be considered with these goals and policies in mind. Maps should
be consulted to determine if the property is within any areas identified for protection. Considerations:
Which goals and policies apply? Is allowing additional impervious surface and runoff consistent with
these goals and policies? Why or why not?
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Are there unique circumstances to the property not created by the landowner?
Unique circumstances relate to physical characteristics of the land - such as lot dimensions, steep
slopes, poor soils, wetlands, and trees. These do not include physical limitations or personal
circumstances created by the property owner that prevent compliance with the impervious surface
provision, such as size of home or design preferences. Consider what distinguishes this property from
other shoreland properties to justify why the applicant should be able to deviate from the provision
when others must comply. Considerations: What physical characteristics are unique to this property
that prevent compliance with the requirement? Were any difficulties in meeting the impervious
surface limit created by some action of the applicant? Has the applicant demonstrated no other
feasible alternatives exist that would not require a variance, such as increasing the setback to reduce
driveway length or reducing the lakehome’s footprint?
Will the variance, if granted, alter the essential character of the locality?
Consider the size of the proposed structure, the extent of encroachment, and how it relates to the
shoreline and hydrology of the riparian area. A large addition located close to the shoreline can
detract from the natural appearance and character of the lake and its riparian areas and degrade water
quality by altering topography, drainage, and vegetation in the riparian area, negatively affecting
recreational, natural, and economic values. Considerations: Does the variance provide minimal relief
or a substantial deviation from the required setback? Does it affect the natural appearance of the
shore from the lake? Does it affect the hydrology of the riparian area?
Does the proposal put property to use in a reasonable manner?
Examine the reasons that the variance is requested and evaluate them in light of the purposes of the
local shoreland ordinance and the public water resource at stake. Since the impervious surface cap is
generally intended to reduce runoff to public waters, it may not be appropriate to allow large areas of
constructed surfaces so close to the water. Considerations: Has the applicant demonstrated that the
proposed construction is reasonable in this location given the sensitive nature of the area and the
purposes of the regulations? Why or why not?
Note: The last three criteria address practical difficulties. Economic considerations alone cannot create practical difficulties

Range of Outcomes
Based on the findings, several outcomes can occur:
 If the applicant fails to prove that all criteria above are met, then the variance must be denied. For example,
the local government could find that the building plans itself created the circumstances necessary for a
variance rather than the any unique physical characteristics of the property.
 If the applicant demonstrates that all criteria are met, then the variance may be granted. For example, the
local government could find that the construction footprint is reasonable, the circumstances are unique given
the adjacent wetland, and the minor deviation in the impervious surface coverage does not alter the
hydrology of the area (as determined through runoff calculations).
 If the variance is granted and the impervious surface in any way alters the hydrology of the area, then
conditions may be imposed, such as to increase the structure setback from the lake by 15 feet to reduce the
extent of the driveway and minimize the amount of impervious surface coverage over the limit.

Conditions on Variances
If findings support granting the variance, consideration must be given to the impacts on the public water
and the riparian area and appropriate conditions to mitigate them. Conditions must be directly related and
roughly proportional to the impacts created by the variance. Several examples are provided below:
 Modify construction designs (to minimize impact);
 Use permeable pavement systems for walkways, driveways, or parking areas (to reduce effective
impervious surface area and infiltrate runoff);
 Direct rain gutter discharges away from the public waters and into infiltration basins (to reduce
connected impervious coverage to allow additional areas for infiltration);
 Preserve and restore shoreline vegetation in a natural state (to intercept and filter runoff coming
from structures and driveways); and/or
 Increase setbacks from the ordinary high water level (to provide infiltration near public waters).
More information at: www.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt_section/shoreland/variances.html
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Shoreland & Floodplain
Variance Guidance Series

OHWL Setbacks

This is one of a series of examples developed as guidance for considering variance requests along
lakes and rivers. Consult your local shoreland, floodplain, and river‐related ordinances.

Why are setbacks from the OHWL important?
The Ordinary High Water Level (OHWL) is a dynamic area of high biodiversity and ecological function,
as well as the regulatory line that separates local land use and state public waters jurisdictions. Setbacks
from the OHWL are established in statewide rules and administered through local ordinances to ensure
adequate spacing between structures and public waters to
protect against runoff and pollution, and to preserve the natural
shoreline. Local governments have limited discretion to deviate
from - or grant a variance to - a required setback. They may do
so only if all of the variance criteria established in state statutes
and their local ordinances are met. In evaluating such requests,
local governments must examine the facts, determine whether
all statutory and local criteria are satisfied, and develop findings
to support the decision. If granted, local governments may
impose conditions to protect resources. An example OHWL
variance request, with considerations, is provided below.

Example OHWL Setback Variance Request
A property owner requests a variance to construct a 1000 square foot
addition on an existing home on a lake. The proposed addition would
be located 75 feet from the OHWL of the lake instead of 100 feet as
required by the local shoreland ordinance. The property owner claims
that the addition is needed to provide extra space for a growing
family, that it will improve the value and appearance of the property,
and that there is no other reasonable location on the property due to
the design of the home and an adjacent wetland.

Grading Limits

Considerations for Findings
A good record and findings help keep communities out of lawsuits and help them prevail if they find
themselves in one. In evaluating the facts and developing findings for this variance request, all of the
following statutory criteria must be satisfied, in addition to any local criteria:
 Is the variance in harmony with the purposes and intent of the ordinance?
Considering a variance request is a balancing test that requires weighing the need of an individual
property owner against the purposes of the local shoreland regulations - in this case a setback from
the OHWL - for protecting public waters. Statewide Shoreland Management Rules establish structure
setbacks from the OHWL for several reasons, including but not limited to managing the effects of
shoreland crowding, preventing pollution of surface water, and maintaining property values and
natural characteristics of shorelands. These regulations are implemented through local ordinances.
Considerations: What are the purposes of the OHWL setback as established in the local shoreland
ordinance – what is it intended to prevent or protect? Will deviating from the required OHWL
setback on this property undermine the purposes and intent? Why or why not?


Is the variance consistent with the comprehensive plan?
The local comprehensive plan establishes a framework for achieving a community’s vision for the
future. Most plans contain goals and policies for protecting natural resources and shorelands, as well
as maps that identify areas of high risk or with high ecological value where development should be
avoided. The variance request must be considered with these goals and policies in mind. Maps should
be consulted to determine if the property is within any areas identified for protection.
Considerations: Which goals and policies apply? Is allowing structural encroachment within the
OHWL setback area on this property consistent with these goals and policies? Why or why not?
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Are there unique circumstances to the property not created by the landowner?
Unique circumstances relate to physical characteristics of the land such as lot dimensions, steep
slopes, poor soils, wetlands, and trees that prevent compliance with the required setback. These do
not include physical limitations created by the property owner or personal circumstances such as a
growing family or design preferences. Consider what distinguishes this property from other shoreland
properties to justify why the applicant should be allowed to deviate from the required setback when
others must comply. Considerations: What physical characteristics are unique to this property that
prevent compliance with the setback requirement? Were any difficulties in meeting the setback
created by some action of the applicant? Has the applicant demonstrated no other feasible
alternatives exist that would not require a variance?
Will the variance, if granted, alter the essential character of the locality?
Consider the size of the proposed structure, the extent of encroachment, and how it relates to the
shoreline and hydrology of the riparian area. A large addition and associated grading close to the
shoreline can detract from the natural appearance and character of the lake and its riparian areas and
degrade water quality by altering topography, drainage, and vegetation in the riparian area, negatively
affecting recreational, natural, and economic values. Considerations: Does the variance provide
minimal relief or a substantial deviation from the required setback? Does it affect the natural
appearance of the shore from the lake? Does it affect the hydrology of the area?
Does the proposal put property to use in a reasonable manner?
Examine the reasons that the variance is requested and evaluate them in light of the purposes of the
local shoreland ordinance and the public water resource at stake. The OHWL setback is generally
intended to keep development away from the water’s edge and to maintain the natural characteristics
and function of the shoreline. As such, development within the setback area should only be
considered when no other alternatives exist, particularly if the public water at stake is impaired or at
risk of becoming impaired. Considerations: Has the applicant demonstrated that the proposed
addition is reasonable in this location given the sensitivity of the riparian area, any known water
quality impairments, and the purposes of the setback regulations? How or how not?
Note: The last three criteria address practical difficulties. Economic considerations alone cannot create practical difficulties.

Range of Outcomes
Based on the findings, several outcomes can occur:
 If the applicant fails to prove that all criteria above are met, then the variance must be denied. For example,
the local government may find the proposed size and design of the addition creates the circumstances
necessitating a variance rather than unique physical characteristics of the property.
 If the applicant demonstrates that all criteria are met, then the variance may be granted. For example, the
local government may find that the circumstances are unique given the adjacent wetland, that the
encroachment of the addition within the setback is reasonable given its orientation, that it won’t alter the
hydrology and natural characteristics of the riparian area, and that there would be no other impacts.
 If the variance is granted and the addition in any way affects the setback area or public water, then conditions
may be imposed to mitigate the impacts. For example, the local government may find that the addition
increases the home’s visibility from the water and that the associated grading alters the hydrology of the area,
and impose conditions such as reducing the size of the addition, decreasing the amount of grading involved,
requiring tree protection measures, and requiring rain gardens to infiltrate additional runoff.

Conditions on Variances
If findings support granting the variance, consideration must be given to the impacts on the lake or river
and the riparian area, and appropriate conditions to mitigate them. Conditions must be directly related and
roughly proportional to the impacts created by the variance. Examples are provided below:
 Additional impervious coverage within the setback area – require a smaller addition, rain garden, riparian
buffer, or other method to reduce and/or infiltrate additional runoff before entering the lake;
 Increased crowding and visibility of structures from the lake – require the planting of native trees, shrubs,
and grasses to reduce the visibility of the structure and maintain natural characteristics; and/or
 Reduced natural characteristics and habitat – require protection of existing trees during construction and/or
restoration of an equivalent area within the setback to native vegetation to maintain the natural
characteristics and ecological functions of the riparian area (which also treats stormwater).
More information at: www.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt_section/shoreland/variances.html
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Healthy Shorelines
What is a Healthy Shoreline?

A healthy shoreline supports a diverse community of fish and wildlife by

providing native vegetation that fulfills their habitat needs where land and
water meet. Native vegetation provides important water quality functions
by slowing and filtering water runoff as it moves to the lake or stream.
Shorelines with a diverse mixture of native plants extending inland as
well as offshore of the bank are more resilient to wave and
ice erosion. Our lakes, streams and wetlands need healthy
shorelines to reduce runoff, filter pollutants, and provide
important habitat functions that benefit fish and wildlife.

struct
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Vegetation Management in Shoreland Areas
The protection of natural vegetation in shoreland areas, especially along lakes and streambanks, is critical to
maintaining water quality and wildlife habitat. Good shoreland management requires the protection of natural
vegetation in shore impact zones, steep slopes and bluff areas.
Shoreland vegetation (native trees, shrubs, forbs, grasses) provides numerous ecological benefits including:
• Minimizes the erosive impact of raindrops
• Holds soils and limits soil erosion from surface runoff, which is important since high velocity or concentrated
runoff volumes can readily erode soils
• Removes nutrients in runoff which would degrade water quality
• Binds and strengthens the soil column with deep, dense roots which prevent and reduce the likelihood of
bank or slope failure
• Provides diverse fish and wildlife habitat
• Provides privacy and helps screen shoreland development
• Provides natural and aesthetic views
• Reduces erosion by protecting the banks against wave energy

What is a Shore Impact Zone?
The shore impact zone is land located between the waterbody and one-half of the structure setback.

This concept was created in the 1989 shoreland standards to maintain existing buffers, limit the number of buildings
placed in close proximity to the water, reduce soil erosion caused by construction or vegetation removal, and
preserve aesthetic values. It serves to buffer the water from more intensive land uses.
A proliferation of accessory structures (boathouses, fish houses, sheds, etc.) clutters shores and displaces natural
vegetation. Moreover, construction near the shoreline brings grading and filling activities and increases erosion.
In order to protect shoreland soils, vegetation and aesthetics, the Shore Impact Zone was designated to protect
important amenities of the lake while still allowing for access to the waterbody.

Healthy Shorelines, February 2012
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So What’s the Problem?

There are many shorelines where the banks were long ago stripped of the native plant community, including trees and

shrubs, and converted to turf grass-type lawns. The loss of this vegetation encourages soil erosion and nutrients to flow directly to
the lake. As these practices spread around a lake, there are fewer areas left to treat runoff water and provide habitat. Studies
of Minnesota lakes have shown that the removal of natural vegetation near the shoreline reduces the amount of habitat available
to songbirds and amphibians and reduces fish-nesting. Many of these problems could be prevented or minimized if an area of
native plants is maintained or restored.
Shoreland ordinances allow a limited number of trees and shrubs to be cleared to accommodate stairways and access paths.
However, the applicable standard for such removal is that the screening of structures, vehicles or other facilities as viewed
from the water may not be substantially reduced. Dead or diseased vegetation can be removed although they may be important
for songbirds and other wildlife. Invasive species can be an overwhelming problem both on the shore and in the water. The
local zoning office or DNR area hydrologist should be contacted for guidance before proceeding with any lakeshore alterations
or removal of live vegetation.

What Can You Do?
• Protect the health of the vegetation growing on your property.
• Invasive species tend to spread rapidly. Learn to identify the most common invasive species.
Invasives should be removed, but replanting native species may be needed to protect shorelines
from erosion.
• Use herbicides that are labeled for an aquatic site or use a more precise method of application,
like a wick applicator or a cotton glove over the top of a chemical resistant glove to apply the
product only to those plants you want to control.
• Leave vegetation in place to screen structures, vehicles or other facilities as viewed from the water.
• Consider leaving dead or diseased vegetation in place as they may be important for songbirds and
other wildlife.
• Most importantly, leave an area of native plants between the house and the shoreline area. Limit the removal of trees
and shrubs.
• If you have been mowing near the shoreline, simply discontinue that practice to allow growth of native plants or restore
and replant with native flowers, shrubs or trees.
Contact the local Soil and Water Conservation District, DNR area hydrologist or your county zoning office to get assistance.
There are also a number of books and “on-line tools” (Restore Your Shore http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/restoreyourshore/index.html and Score Your Shore http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/scoreyourshore/index.html) and other literature available to help
you support shorelines that promote healthy lakes and streams and the biotic communities that depend on them.

Glossary of Terms
Shore Impact Zone: land located between the waterbody and one-half of the structure setback
Bluff Impact Zone: bluff and land located within 20 feet from the top of a bluff
Steep Slopes: land having an average slope greater than 12 percent
Runoff: precipitation or snow melt, which is not intercepted by vegetation, absorbed in soil, or evaporated, that moves
over the land surface to streams, lakes, ditches, and depressions in the ground
DNR Contact Information
DNR Ecological and Water Resources
website and a listing of Area Hydrologists:
http://mndnr.gov/waters
DNR Ecological and Water Resources
500 Lafayette Road, Box 32
St. Paul, MN 55155
(651) 259-5100

This information is available in an
alternative format on request.
© 2012 State of Minnesota, Department of Natural Resources
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DNR Information Center

Twin Cities: (651) 296-6157
Minnesota toll free: 1-888-646-6367
Telecommunication device for the deaf (TDD): (651) 296-5484
TDD toll free: 1-800-657-3929
Equal opportunity to participate in and benefit from programs of the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources is available regardless of race, color,
national origin, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, status with regard
to public assistance, age, or disability. Discrimination inquiries should be
sent to Minnesota DNR, 500 Lafayette Road, St. Paul, MN 55155-4049; or
the Equal Opportunity Office, Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
20240.
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Donald J. Theisen, P.E., Director
Wayne H. Sandberg, P.E., Deputy Director,
County Engineer
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT & APPEALS
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES
Tuesday, August 24, 2021
CALL TO ORDER:
Chair Melander called to order the meeting of the Board of Adjustment & Appeals at 5:04 pm, asked the
board members and staff to introduce themselves, and explained the hearing process.
Commissioners Present:

Harry Melander, Chair
John Rheinberger, Shane Bauer, Anna Zanko

Commissioners Absent:

Mark Doneux, Robert Viking

Staff Present:

Jessica Oertel, Assistant Washington County Attorney
Kurt Howard, Planner
Jennifer Oehler, Office Specialist

Others Present:

David Keller, Ben Awes, Sophie Olund

AGENDA ITEM 1 – David Keller, Variance Request
Kurt Howard gave a brief description of the variances requested for property owned by David Keller,
as described in his memorandum dated August 17, 2021. The applicant is requesting variances to
build a single-family home with a three car attached garage at 16117 87th Street S, in Denmark
Township. The applicant has requested variances to the Washington County Development Code
Chapter Six, Shoreland Management Regulations Section 4.2 (1) (A), (1) minimum lot size above
ordinary high water mark, (2) lot width at building setback line, and (5) building setback from
bluffline, to build a single-family home on the St. Croix River in Denmark Township. In addition, Mr.
Howard identified Section 4.2 (4) (A) which outlines criteria for granting variance for bluffline
setback specific to rural districts – structure setback from the bluffline may be varied to within the
forty feet to one hundred feet (40’ -100’) range from the bluffline only by the variance procedure of
this Ordinance. If such a variance is requested, the following items shall be considered conditions of
the variance.
(1) The existing drainage patterns shall not be disturbed.
(2) All construction and grading excavation or disruption of the natural ground cover resulting
from the on-site construction shall be re-sodded or seeded within one hundred eighty (180)
days of the date of issuance of the building permit.
(3) To the greatest extent possible, vegetation over six (6) inches in diameter shall not be
removed.
A great place to live, work and play…today and tomorrow
North Shop • 11660 Myeron Road North • Stillwater, MN 55082-9537
Telephone: 651-430-4300 • Fax: 651-430-4350 • TTY: 651-430-6246
www.co.washington.mn.us
Washington County is an equal opportunity organization and employer

(4) The structure shall be visually inconspicuous as viewed from the river during summer
months.
(5) The site shall be capable of supporting a standard septic treatment system as required in the
Subsurface Sewage Treatment Regulations, Chapter Four of the Washington County
Development Code
The application was sent to Denmark Township, the South Washington Watershed District, Washington
Conservation District, and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) with request for
comments. The Denmark Town Board unanimously approved the requested variances at their August 2
meeting. The South Washington Watershed District has not commented on the project to date. The
Washington Conservation District provided a comment letter, mentioning the special bluffline setback
requirement, and recommended two conditions in reference to surface runoff and slope stability, which
are incorporated as number 6 and number 7 in Mr. Howard’s staff recommendations. The DNR has
provided a comment letter as well, and have indicated that they are not in support of the variance
requests. They cited that they determined a lack of circumstances unique to the property, as well as
available reasonable alternatives to the site plan. Washington County staff’s review of the proposal
found that practical difficulties do exist and all that variance criteria can be met – summarized in the
Findings of Fact contained in the staff report and herein. Staff recommends approval of the request with
provided conditions identified in the staff report.

BOARD QUESTIONS
Commissioner Bauer asked if the DNR commented on the 40’ setback. Mr. Howard had a conversation
with the DNR stating the 20’ setback was changed to 40’, and they were not supportive of any distance.
Acting Chair Melander asked for clarification on the side view elevation indicating 40’, and also the
mention that if the applicant were to move the home back to 50’ that it would cause an issue with the
septic system. Mr. Howard confirmed both.
Commissioner Bauer also inquired about condition 9, which mentions variances previously granted. Mr.
Howard stated that a variance request was approved back in approximately 2016, for a 50” setback,
however the property owner at that time did not move forward. This stated condition is to clarify that
the previous variance need not be taken into account for this request.

APPLICANT/REPRESENTATIVE PRESENTATION
Ben Awes, CityDeskStudio Inc, 550 Vandalia Street, St. Paul, MN 55114, presented on behalf of the
applicant. He stated that they were very careful of the placement of the home in regards to the setback
from the river and the existing trees on the property, with only one tree needing to be removed. They
planned the house where they feel is best for the existing vegetation. Mr. Awes also stated that the
slope remains fairly low, which they feel is an advantage, creating less of an obstruction. They also did
not include a basement, with intension to disturb even less of the location.

PUBLIC HEARING
Chair Melander opened the public hearing at 5:20 pm.
No comments received
Chair Melander closed the public hearing at 5:20 pm.

BOARD DISCUSSION
Commissioner Rheinberger felt that the variances were needed in order to adjust to the changes in
elevation, and appreciated the plans addressing the existing vegetation.
Included in the packet and identified by Chair Melander were the following exhibits:






Exhibit A is the staff report from Kurt Howard, dated 8/17/2021.
Exhibit B is the application packet, received 6/16/2021, with revisions received 7/27/2021.
Exhibit C is the location map prepared by Washington County Survey Division.
Exhibit D is the 2019 11 x 17 aerial map prepared by the Washington County Survey Division.
Exhibit E is the 2019 11 x 17 aerial contour map prepared by the Washington County Survey
Division.
 Exhibits F01-F10 are the color photos from staff.
 Exhibit G is the comment letter from the Washington Conservation District, dated 7/8/2021.
 Exhibit H is the comment letter from Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, dated
7/19/2021.
BOARD DISCUSSION
Commissioner Bauer asked if in the absence of DNR support, would they come back with additional
comments; his concern is of not having their support.
Attorney Oertel stated that the DNR has the authority to appeal the decision to District Court if they feel
sufficient findings were not made. Alternately, if the request for variances was denied, the applicant also
has the authority to appeal the decision to District Court. Attorney Oertel is aware of a few instance in
the past where an appeal was made, with some of them overturned, and some of them held.
Commissioner Zanko noted the DNR scenic easement request, inquiring why it was not part of the staff
recommendation. Attorney Oertel stated that a statutory revision was revoked as it is not a requirement
for Washington County, and not incorporated in the Development Code. It could however be added if
the board chose to do so.
Commissioner Bauer made a motion to adopt the below Findings of Fact. Commissioner Zanko seconded
the motion. Chair Melander called the question. All were in favor. Motion carried 4 – 0.







The variances requested are in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the official
controls and consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.
The property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not permitted by an
official control.
The plight of the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property, and not created by
the landowner.
The variances will not alter the essential character of the locality, and economic considerations
alone do not constitute practical difficulties.
I would further move for adoption of the facts and reasoning articulated in Washington County’s
Board of Adjustment & Appeals staff report of August 17, 2021, in the section titled Summary of
Facts and Findings as actual support of these findings.

The following conditions shall be made part of the approval:
1. The location of the house shall be consistent with the plans and survey provided to Washington
County on 6/18/2021 and the revised materials received 7/27/2021.
2. Earth tone colors which blend with surrounding vegetation shall be used for structure exteriors.
3. All of the existing trees on the bluffline shall be preserved, and disturbed land shall be seeded,
sodded, or landscaped with vegetation after construction. An inspection of vegetation shall be
conducted by the Washington County Zoning Administrator upon completion of construction.
4. Silt fence shall be established prior to the applicant commencing construction activities, and the
silt fence shall be maintained throughout the duration of the construction until turf has been
established.
5. The applicant shall submit detailed drainage, grading, and erosion control plans for review and
approval in conjunction with the issuance of a building permit.
6. Surface runoff from impervious surfaces and roof downspouts shall be directed away from the
bluff.
7. A slope stability analysis shall be performed by a professional engineer demonstrating that the
setback provides sufficient protection for the structure.
8. The applicant shall comply with the Washington County Department of Public Health and
Environment permit approval of the proposed septic system.
9. The variances previously granted for the property are repealed and cannot be relied upon.

Commissioner Rheinberger made a motion to approve the variances requested, with findings and
conditions identified above. Commissioner Bauer seconded the motion. Chair Melander called the
question. All were in favor. Motion carried 4 – 0.

BUSINESS MEETING
Commissioner Rheinberger made a motion to approve the minutes from the July 19, 2021 meeting.
Commissioner Bauer seconded the motion. Chair Melander called the question. All were in favor. Motion
carried 4 – 0.
Commissioner Bauer made a motion to approve the Findings of Fact and Order from the July 19, 2021
meeting. Commissioner Rheinberger seconded the motion. Chair Melander called the question. All were
in favor. Motion carried 4 – 0.

ADJOURNMENT
Chair Melander made a motion to adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 5:29 pm

Respectfully submitted,

Jennifer Oehler
Public Works Department, Recording Secretary

STATE OF MINNESOTA

WASHINGTON COUNTY BOARD

COUNTY OF WASHINGTON

OF ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS

In the Matter of the Variance Request of:
FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER
GRANTING VARIANCE

David Keller
Applicant.

This matter came on for hearing on August 24, 2021 before the Washington County Board of
Adjustment and Appeals on application for variances of David Keller. Applicant, David Keller
appeared personally, along with Ben Awes, Architect with CityDeskStudio Inc. Also present were
the following County staff: Kurt Howard, Planner, Jessica L. Oertel, Assistant Washington County,
and Jennifer Oehler, Department of Public Works Office Specialist. Board members Harry
Melander, Anna Zanko, John Rheinberger, and Shane Bauer were present. Board members Mark
Doneux and Robert Viking were absent. Having reviewed the evidence, heard the arguments of the
parties and being otherwise advised in the premises, the Board makes the following:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The Applicant, David Keller, owns property legally described as Part of Section 14,

Township 27 North, Range 20 West, in Washington County, as more particularly described on
Attachment A, which is incorporated herein by reference. The property is located at 16117 87th
Street South, Denmark Township, Washington County, Minnesota.
2.

The property is approximately 2.39 acres in size and is located along the St. Croix

River. The property is located within the Lower St. Croix National Scenic Riverway and is subject
to the Lower St. Croix Bluffland and Shoreland Management Regulations of the Washington County
Development Code.
3.

The property is currently undeveloped. Over half of the lot contains steep grades

sloping down to the river at the southeast end, with an elevation change of approximately 110 feet.
A total of 1.1 acres sits above the bluffline. The lot has many mature trees, which will remain
unaltered along the bluffline and will mostly be preserved with the proposed project.
4.

The neighboring lots to the north and south are developed with single-family homes
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that are a similar size and in a similar location on the bluffline as the proposed project.
5.

The Applicant proposes to construct a 4,625 square foot single family home,

including a three car attached garage. The initial proposal requested a 20 foot setback from the
bluffline; however the proposal was modified to a 40 foot setback prior to the hearing.
6.

7.

The Applicant is seeking the following variance:
a)

Minimum lot size above ordinary high water mark, Washington County
Development Code Chapter 5, Section 4.2(1)(A)(1): 2.5 acres required,
2.39 acres proposed.

b)

Lot width at building setback line, Washington County Development Code
Chapter 5, Section 4.2(1)(A)(2): 200 feet required, 179 feet proposed.

c)

Building setback from bluffline, Washington County Development Code
Chapter 5, Section 4.2(1)(A)(5): 100 feet required, 40 feet proposed.

The Board has considered Exhibits which were received on the record at the August

24, 2021 hearing and are further referenced in the minutes of this meeting, which are incorporated
herein by reference as if fully set out herein.
8.

The application was sent to Denmark Township, the South Washington Watershed

District, Washington Conservation District, and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
(DNR).
9.

The Denmark Town Board unanimously approved the requested variances to allow

construction of the proposed residential structure.
10.

The South Washington Watershed District did not comment on the project.

11.

The Washington Conservation District provided a comment letter on the original

proposal for a 20-foot setback, which is included in the Exhibits received on the record at the
hearing.
12.

The DNR provided a formal comment letter in advance of the hearing, which is

included in the Exhibits received on the record at the hearing.
13.

The Applicants propose to use the property in a reasonable manner not permitted by

an official control. The Applicant proposes to use the property as a single-family residential
2

property, which will remain inconspicuous as viewed from the river and will adhere to conditions
providing for slope stability, erosion prevention, and sediment control.
14.

The plight of the Applicant is due to circumstances unique to the property, not created

by the Applicant. The proposed site plan reflects an effort for the maximum number of mature trees
to be preserved, the need for site access to be provided from the northwest of the lot, and the location
of the sceptic field placement according to the results of soil testing.
15.

The variances will not alter the essential character of the locality. The proposed home

is similar in size to the neighboring properties and is set back farther from the bluffline than both
neighboring properties.
16.

The variance requested is not primarily for economic reasons. The variances

requested are primarily due to the location of the lot in the Lower St. Croix River Bluffland and
Shoreland Management District.
17.

The variances are in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the Washington

County Development Code. The variances are consistent with the goals and policies of the
Washington County Comprehensive Plan. The proposed use of the property is allowed in the Zoning
district in which the property is located.
Based on the foregoing, the Board makes the following:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Due Notice of the Meeting and consideration of the variance requests as required by

law has been made.
2.

The proposed variances are in harmony with the general purposes and intent of the

official control and is consistent with the comprehensive plan.
3.

The proposed variances are a permitted use in the zoning district in which the

property is located.
4.

The applicant has established that there are practical difficulties in complying with the

official control, within the meaning of Minn. Stat. § 394.27 subd. 7.
ORDER
Based on the foregoing, the Board orders that the variance requests of David Keller are
granted, specifically:
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a)

Minimum lot size above ordinary high water mark, Washington County
Development Code Chapter 5, Section 4.2(1)(A)(1): 2.5 acres required,
2.39 acres proposed.

b)

Lot width at building setback line, Washington County Development Code
Chapter 5, Section 4.2(1)(A)(2): 200 feet required, 179 feet proposed.

c)

Building setback from bluffline, Washington County Development Code
Chapter 5, Section 4.2(1)(A)(5): 100 feet required, 40 feet proposed.

The above-listed variances are subject to the following conditions:
a) The location of the house shall be consistent with the plans and survey provided to
Washington County on June 18, 2021 and the revised materials received on July 27,
2021.
b) Earth tone colors which blend with the surrounding vegetation shall be used for
structure exteriors.
c) All of the existing trees on the bluffline shall be preserved, and disturbed land shall
be seeded, sodded, or landscaped with vegetation after construction.
d) Silt fence shall be established prior to the applicant commencing construction
activities, and the silt fence shall be maintained throughout the duration of the
construction until turf has been established.
e) The Applicant shall submit detailed drainage, grading, and erosion control plans for
review and approval in conjunction with the issuance of a building permit.
f) Surface runoff from impervious surfaces and roof downspouts shall be directed away
from the bluff.
g) A slope stability analysis shall be performed by a professional engineer
demonstrating that the setback provides sufficient protections for the structure.
h) The Applicant shall comply with the Washington County Department of Public
Health and Environment permit approval of the proposed septic system.
i) The variances previously granted for the property are repealed and cannot be relied
upon.
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Dated this _______ day of ____________, 20___.

WASHINGTON COUNTY BOARD OF
ADJUSTMENT AND APPEALS

By________________________________________
Harry Melander, Chair
This instrument drafted by:
Jessica L. Oertel #034042X
Assistant Washington County Attorney
Washington County Government Center
Stillwater, MN 55082
(651)430-6115
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